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11.30 a.m. Panel

THE OTHER STORY: FEMINIST SCRIPTS IN CINEMA NOW
Female characters in film and on TV define the way we see women and men in our society.
Role models that differ from familiar stereotypes demonstrate possibilities beyond the
norm, offer encouragement, deliver criticism and help viewers position themselves
differently.
The discussion will look at examples and ways of writing stories differently to arouse
audiences' curiosity. One important prerequisite in this respect is that writers have to
overcome hierarchical mindsets. This means creating new characters and adopting a
different approach to filmmakers to develop innovative scripts that will bring greater
diversity to our cinemas.
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Director, scriptwriter and author. She studied sociology, media
studies and modern German literature. She worked in advertising

Dortmund | Cologne International Women’s Film Festival
Unique in Germany, the Festival provides an essential platform for the
presentation of the latest film developments and trends as they relate to women
working in all areas of film production. Not just women film directors but women
cinematographers, film-music composers and other women involved in filmmaking are given the unprecedented opportunity to showcase their work.
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Turanskyj is a founding and board member of Pro Quote Film.

and training opportunities.
Next edition: 24-29 March 2020 in Cologne. www.frauenfilmfestival.eu
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Melanie Waelde was born in 1992 in Dachau. From 2013-2017
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of European

at the new Berlinale section “Encounters”.
Together with the Austrian Film Institute, it organises the screenplay competition
“IF SHE CAN SEE IT, SHE CAN BE IT. Female characters against clichés".
Offering winners a total of € 20,000 and dramaturgical assistance with exposés,
treatments and screenplays, the annually awarded main prize is the biggest
screenplay development prize in Austria.
www.drehbuchforum.at

FC Gloria

THE OTHER STORY: FEMINIST SCRIPTS IN CINEMA NOW

Women from various areas of the film industry are actively involved in FC Gloria.

Conception
Wilbirg Brainin-Donnenberg, Stefanie Görtz, Betty Schiel, Maxa Zoller

Campaigning successfully for gender equality since 2010, the network's vision is for men
and women to be equally involved in filmmaking and to receive equal funding. As a
powerful medium that forms opinions and shapes culture, film should reflect the diversity

Organised by

of society both in front of and behind the camera. Apart from campaigning extensively for
gender equality in the film business and promoting international networking, FC Gloria
runs a mentoring programme, cinema and discussion salons, and the school programme
"see it, be it", which profiles female role models from all areas of the business.
Together with the Diagonale Film Festival, FC Gloria creates an annual series of beer mats,
bringing facts about gender inequality to the table. The website features a free online
database of women in Austrian film, the "Gloria Pool".
www.fc-gloria.at
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Commissioner for Culture and Media

